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Objectives

This paper explores how to measure successful aging in a manner consistent with the preferences of older persons about what matters in their lives.

Method

To overcome the fact that existing objective and subjective measures of successful aging may not reflect the preferences of older persons about what matters in their lives, a new preference-based measure of successful aging is proposed. To implement the measure, the preferences of older persons are estimated using a statistical life satisfaction model, which is estimated with data from 11 European countries from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE).

Results

The proposed measure is found to yield different results compared to objective and subjective measures in terms of how successful aging has evolved between 2007 and 2013 and how countries are ranked for successful aging. Successful aging measured by a subjective measure is highest in 2011 compared to 2007 and 2013, for instance, whereas the ranking is reversed for the objective and preference-based measures.

Discussion

The findings highlight the relevance of the degree of importance we attribute to the preferences of older persons in the measurement of successful aging, methodologically as well as empirically.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The rapid aging of our societies poses formidable policy challenges in areas such as pensions, housing and social security (WHO 2015). To evaluate the effectiveness of these policies, policy makers and researchers need an operational yardstick to measure the degree of “successful” aging (Havighurst 1961). For more than five decades, social scientists – and gerontologists in particular – have tried to harness the elusive concept of successful aging into an appealing and operational measure. However, recent surveys observe a wide diversity of measures and approaches with divergent implications and empirical findings (e.g., Cosco et al. 2013 and Martin et al. 2015).

Against this background, an interesting question has come to the fore (Phelan and Larson 2002; Glass 2003; Bowling and Dieppe 2005): Who should define successful aging? Is this a matter for researchers and policy makers? Or should it be left to older persons themselves to assess whether or not they are aging successfully? Depending on possible answers to these questions, we distinguish between objective and subjective measures of successful aging. We define **objective** measures as all measures reflecting what the researcher or policy maker regards to be successful aging. The influential work of Rowe and Kahn (1987, 1997) is an example of the objective approach. **Subjective** measures, on the other hand, rely on direct judgments of the older persons about how successfully they are aging. Here we take as a leading example the approach proposed by Havighurst (1961), whereby successful aging is measured on the basis of self-reported life satisfaction.

In this paper, we first discuss the extent to which objective and subjective measures are consistent with the preferences of older persons with regard to what matters in their lives. To this end, we propose two litmus tests of respect for preferences. Surprisingly, perhaps, we find that the objective approach fails the first test and that both approaches fail the second test. Therefore, we propose an alternative and novel preference-based approach for measuring successful aging. This approach reflects the idea that “a definition of successful aging needs to include elements that matter to elderly people” (Bowling and Dieppe 2005: 1548).
In the empirical section of the paper, we start from the work of McLaughlin et al. (2010) and Hank (2011) on the measurement of successful aging and demonstrate how the preference-based approach can be implemented using data from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) between 2007 and 2013. To estimate the preferences of the older persons, we use a statistical model that relates self-reported life satisfaction to the objective circumstances of the respondents. Finally, we show that the objective, subjective and preference-based approaches yield very different results in terms of how successful aging has evolved between 2007 and 2013 and how countries rank in this respect.

2. Methods

2.1 Measuring successful aging

Let us first consider the objective and subjective approaches to the measurement of successful aging. Both approaches take into account the multidimensional nature of the notion of successful aging and address the question of how to combine these different dimensions into a single measure.

The following notation is used to define and compare the two approaches. Let $x_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{im})$ be a vector describing the circumstances or multidimensional life situation of older person $i$ in the $m$ different dimensions of life. For example, Rowe and Kahn (1997) measure successful aging relying on five dimensions: absence of disease and disability, cognitive and physical functional capacity, and engagement with life. Other researchers have considered broader sets of dimensions (Depp and Jeste 2006 provide a survey). Research by Phelan et al. (2004), Cosco et al. (2013) and Huijg et al. (2017) confirms that older persons, too, adopt a multidimensional perspective when considering how successfully they are aging. A measure of successful aging, denoted hereafter as $SA(\cdot)$, takes the life situation vector $x_i$ as input and then returns a 1 or a 0, indicating whether the life situation is considered to be successful or not. This way, the measure incorporates a value
judgment on the relative importance of the dimensions considered, thereby echoing the classical philosophical problem as to what constitutes a “good life”.

To keep the discussion of the objective approach tractable, we take the measure proposed by Rowe and Kahn (1997) as a *pars pro toto* for the objective approach in general. Rowe and Kahn (1997) distinguish successful aging from usual aging and define an older person as aging successfully if her life situation scores better than a threshold value in *all* the dimensions considered. In general, we write $\bar{x} = (\bar{x}^1, \bar{x}^2, ..., \bar{x}^m)$ to denote the vector containing these $m$ threshold values. An objective measure of successful aging derived from Rowe and Kahn (1997) is defined as follows.

**DEFINITION 1 (Objective).** $SA_{obj}(x_i) = 1$ if $x_i^1 \geq \bar{x}^1$ and ... and $x_i^m \geq \bar{x}^m$; and $SA_{obj}(x_i) = 0$ otherwise.

To implement the objective approach empirically, different authors have considered different lists of dimensions and threshold values. The more dimensions are incorporated, the fewer older persons are considered to be aging successfully.

[insert Figure 1 about here]

The top panel of Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the objective approach when there are two relevant dimensions ($m = 2$). We see that the older person in situation $x_i$ scores better on the first dimension, but the older person in situation $x_j$ scores better on the second dimension. The dashed lines in the figure reflect the threshold value in each dimension. The life situations which score above the threshold in both dimensions are considered instances of successful aging (the gray shaded area in the top panel of Figure 1), whereas all other situations are cases where the older person is considered not to be aging successfully. Hence the older person in situation $x_j$ is aging successfully, whereas the individual in situation $x_i$ scores below the threshold value in dimension 2 and is therefore not aging successfully.
A measure of successful aging with the structure of Definition 1 embeds specific value judgements about trade-offs and the substitution between the dimensions. Since a life situation is considered successful only if it is above the threshold in all dimensions, the measure does not allow substitution between the dimensions. Failing to reach the threshold in one dimension cannot be compensated for by a good performance in another dimension. As is clear from the top panel of Figure 1, the setting of the threshold values is essential to determine which older persons are aging successfully. This choice is made by the analyst and may or may not coincide with the perception of the older persons in question. Recently, various researchers have expressed concern about what they regard as the paternalistic nature of the objective approach (Phelan and Larson, 2002: 1306; Glass 2003: 382 and Bowling and Dieppe 2005: 1548 – 1550, for instance). The subjective (or self-reported) approach to the measurement of successful aging offers an alternative.

In the subjective approach, older persons are presented with evaluative questions about their lives. These may be simple questions, or more complex batteries of questions requiring respondents to evaluate particular aspects of their lives. A popular subjective approach is based on a variant of the single evaluative life satisfaction question “On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means completely dissatisfied and 10 means completely satisfied, how satisfied are you with your life?”. In what follows, the approach whereby successful aging is measured by a single life satisfaction question is taken as a pars pro toto for the subjective approach. The argument presented in this paper applies to other subjective approaches as well. The measurement of successful aging based on life satisfaction has a long pedigree in gerontological studies, going back to the pioneering work of Havighurst (1961).

We can model the mental process of an older person $i$ who responds to a life satisfaction question as follows (See Schwarz and Strack 1999 and Fleurbaey and Blanchet 2013, chapter 5). First, she reflects about her life situation $x_i$ with its good and bad aspects. Then, she compares this life situation to some reference values based on her past experiences, her aspirations and expectations,
the life situations of her friends and peers, and so on. Finally, after having compared her life situation with these reference values, she provides her answer to the question on the desired scale. We denote the response to the question as \( s_i(x_i) \). We use \( s_i(\cdot) \) to denote the personal satisfaction function that the older person \( i \) is using to aggregate all the information about her life with the relevant reference values. Different older persons may have different satisfaction functions, so that they can be more satisfied or less satisfied in objectively identical situations.

In the subjective approach, the response \( s_i(x_i) \) is interpreted as a direct measure of successful aging. Depending on the formulation of the question, it may be measured on a categorical or numerical scale. In the latter case, the analyst can select a particular threshold value \( \bar{s} \) to identify older persons who are aging successfully.

**DEFINITION 2 (Subjective).** \( SA_{subj}(x_i) = 1 \) if \( s_i(x_i) \geq \bar{s} \); and \( SA_{subj}(x_i) = 0 \) otherwise.

Strawbridge et al. (2002) show that the objective and subjective approaches do not necessarily yield identical results. Indeed, returning to the example of the top panel of Figure 1, we see that it is possible that the older person in situation \( x_i \) scores her life satisfaction higher than the person in situation \( x_j \) (she may care more about dimension 1, or just be a more optimistic person, for instance).

2.2 Taking into account what matters to older persons

We first examine whether objective and subjective measures of successful aging take into account what matters to older persons, using two litmus tests. The first (intrapersonal) test ascertains whether a successful aging measure is consistent with an individual older person’s preferences regarding different life situations. The second (interpersonal) test scrutinizes whether measures of successful aging are consistent with unanimously held preferences when two older persons compare their life situations. We conclude this section by proposing a new approach to the measurement of successful aging that passes both tests.
First, though, we devise a way of representing the preferences of older persons. When an older person compares between different life situations, we write $x_i \succeq_i x'_i$ to denote that individual $i$ prefers the life situation described by $x_i$ to the one described by $x'_i$. Different older persons may obviously disagree about what is important in life. Hence these preferences are individual-specific and need not coincide. Phelan and Larson (2002) discuss how preferences may change over the life span and how they may differ across cultures, for instance. The middle panel of Figure 1 graphically represents the preference of older person $i$. The life situations in the shaded area are those which she prefers to her current situation $x_i$, whereas the life situations in the unshaded area she considers to be worse. She considers there to be no difference between her current life situation $x_i$ and all other life situations on the black curve.

The first test checks the consistency between a measure of successful aging and the preferences of an older person in intrapersonal comparisons. If an older person prefers life situation $x_i$ to life situation $x'_i$ (as in the middle panel of Figure 1), the test checks whether the measure is consistent with that opinion so that $SA(x_i) \geq SA(x'_i)$.

**TEST 1: Intrapersonal respect for preferences.** If $x_i \succeq_i x'_i$, then $SA(x_i) \geq SA(x'_i)$.

This test expresses and formalizes the desire to respect preferences when measuring successful aging. It embodies the non-paternalistic value judgment that the evaluation of the life situation of person $i$ should be based on her own views on what matters in life. It captures the intuition of Bowling and Dieppe (2005: 1550) that “there is little point in developing policy goals if older people do not regard them as relevant.”

We can use the middle panel of Figure 1 to assess whether the objective approach passes TEST 1. Consider an older person who prefers $x_i$ to $x'_i$ with preferences as represented in the middle panel of Figure 1. When we compare both life situations with the threshold values represented by the dashed lines, we notice that situation $x'_i$ is a successful one, whereas situation $x_i$ is not. This case
provides an example of a situation in which an objective measure is not consistent with the preferences of the older person in question.

This brings us to the question of whether the subjective approach passes TEST 1. To give the subjective approach the greatest possible benefit of the doubt, we assume respondents to answer these questions in a manner that is consistent with their own preferences. Respondents are assumed to attribute a higher score to life situations they prefer. This assumption is implicit in all approaches that use subjective questions to elicit what matters to older persons. While this is reasonable, it is also hard to test or reject empirically. Respondents may make mistakes, or have been reflecting about other things than their overall life situations when answering subjective questions. Under this consistency assumption, any subjective aging measure that is defined according to Definition 2 will evaluate the successful aging in the preferred life situation \( x_i \) as greater than or equal to the non-preferred situation \( x'_i \), so that TEST 1 is satisfied.

However, most policy-relevant comparisons of successful aging are not about intrapersonal, but interpersonal comparisons. When identifying good practices in aging policies, or when contemplating compensation for the worst-off, e.g., policy makers need to compare different people in order to determine who is aging more successfully. Our second test therefore deals with these interpersonal comparisons. The test considers the case where two older persons hold unanimous preferences and rank all life situations in exactly the same way. TEST 2 checks whether a measure of successful aging is at least consistent with the preferences of older persons in this special case.

**TEST 2: Interpersonal respect for preferences.** If \( \succeq_i = \succeq_j = \succeq \) and \( x_i \succeq x_j \), then \( SA(x_i) \geq SA(x_j) \).

The test is illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 1, where individual \( i \) in life situation \( x_i \) and individual \( j \) in life situation \( x_j \) have the same preferences. We see that these two older persons agree that life situation \( x_i \) is preferable to life situation \( x_j \). TEST 2 then requires that the level of successful
aging in situation $x_i$ should be larger than or equal to the level of successful aging in situation $x_j$, so that we have that $SA(x_i) \geq SA(x_j)$.

The objective approach does not pass TEST 2. As we have seen for TEST 1, the objective measure of successful aging introduced in the previous section considers life situation $x_j$ to be successful and situation $x_i$ to be unsuccessful (i.e. $SA(x_i) < SA(x_j)$). This ranking contradicts the unanimously held opinions of both older persons. This result corroborates the concerns of paternalism that have been raised against the objective approach in the intrapersonal case.

Does the subjective approach pass TEST 2? To address this question, let’s again consider the bottom panel of Figure 1. We see that both individuals prefer life situation $x_i$ over $x_j$. Granting the subjective approach maximal chances to pass the test, we assume that both individuals attribute indeed a higher life satisfaction score to life situation $x_i$ than to $x_j$. However, when we compare the scores that both individuals give to their own life situations, i.e., when we compare the score of person $i$ (who is in life situation $x_i$) and person $j$ (who is in life situation $x_j$), it is not at all certain that individual $j$ would assigns a higher score to life situation $x_j$ than individual $i$ attributes to life situation $x_i$. In other words, the subjective approach fails TEST 2. Underlying this – perhaps surprising – observation is the fact that individuals $i$ and $j$ have used the response scales of the subjective question in a different way. This may be because person $j$ is more optimistic or applies lower reference values, even though the two respondents agree that the life situation of person $j$ is worse than that of person $i$. The scores of the individual-specific satisfaction functions $s_i(\cdot)$ and $s_j(\cdot)$ can therefore not be compared across individuals. Given the policy relevance of the interpersonal TEST 2 this is an unfortunate result for any policy maker intending to apply a non-paternalistic measure of successful aging.

We therefore propose a novel preference-based measure of successful aging that is consistent with both tests. In the preference-based measure, older persons use their own preferences to compare
their life situation to a vector of thresholds $\bar{x}$. If they consider themselves to be better off than this threshold vector, they are considered to be aging successfully.

**DEFINITION 3 (Preference-based).** $SA_{pref}(x_i) = 1$ if $x_i \succeq_i \bar{x}$; and $SA_{pref}(x_i) = 0$ otherwise.

Individual preferences play a central role in the definition of the proposed measure. Preference-based measures will therefore pass both tests. A more formal proof of this intuitive result is provided in the online Appendix.

2.3 Implementation with SHARE

We now turn our attention to the empirical implementation and comparison of the objective, subjective and preference-based measures of successful aging. We use data from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE), a rich data set containing information about respondents aged 50 or over from various European countries. We use waves 2, 4 and 5 of SHARE, which were collected in 2007, 2011, and 2013 respectively (more details on the data set can be found in Börsch-Supan et al. (2013)). We restrict the sample to the eleven European countries participating in all three waves of the SHARE survey. These countries are Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and Sweden. In these countries, we restrict the sample to respondents aged 60 or older for whom we possess all the necessary information to be able to compute the three measures of successful aging and who are not proxy respondents. This leaves us with a total sample of 50,120 respondents.

We focus here on the implementation of the newly proposed preference-based measure. Therefore we remain as close as possible to existing studies for the other two measures. In particular, we follow the study by Hank (2011) for the objective measure who focusses on five dimensions of successful aging: absence of disease and absence of disability, cognitive and physical functional capacity, and engagement with life. Table 1 presents the precise description, scaling and threshold value for each
of the five dimensions in our data set. Each respondent in the sample obtains a score on the five dimensions. To see whether the older person is aging successfully, the scores are compared to the corresponding threshold values, which are given in the last column of the table.

[insert Table 1 about here]

For the subjective approach, we use the life satisfaction question, which respondents answer on a 0-10 scale. We identify all individuals as aging successfully who report 9 or 10 on this question. A similar procedure is used by Strawbridge et al. (2002). The choice for the cut-off value \( \bar{s} = 9 \) is clearly arbitrary, but leads to comparable figures as reported by Strawbridge and coauthors. A different cut-off value would affect the quantitative results presented in this paper, but not its main point.

The main empirical challenge for the preference-based approach is to obtain information about older person’s preferences. At least two methods can be used to obtain such information. A first method is to ask respondents directly about how important various aspects of life are for them (e.g. Bowling and Dieppe 2005 and Bowling and Iliffe 2006). However, this method would remain silent about the question how multidimensional life situations are compared and, moreover, the SHARE data set does not contain such questions. Therefore, we follow a second – more indirect – method, based on a life satisfaction regression.

The regression-based approach is discussed by Clark and Oswald (2002) in the context of individuals’ preferences regarding non-market life aspects such as health and employment. More recently, Decancq et al. (2015) and Decancq and Schokkaert (2016) have explored it to implement preference-based well-being measures. The central idea behind this method is to estimate a statistical model that explains the observed life satisfaction scores based on the five dimensions of successful aging. In this model we control for observable factors that capture the reference frames and expectations used by the respondents when answering the life satisfaction question.
The on-line appendix provides a precise description of the statistical life satisfaction model. In practice, the model is implemented using an ordered logit regression that is available in standard statistical software. The dependent variable is the reported life satisfaction of each respondent. The explanatory variables are the five dimensions together with some control variables such as age, education, and country of residence. To allow for different preferences for different socio-demographic groups, we include interactions between the dimensions and several socio-demographic indicators. These indicators are dummies indicating sex, age (being older than 73 or not), and citizenship of four country groups: the reference group consists of Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany and the Netherlands; a second group consists of Denmark and Sweden, a third group of Italy and Spain and a final group of Switzerland and Austria.

The relevant estimation results are summarized in Table 2. The first row of the table shows the direct effect, which is the coefficient in the life satisfaction regression given to each dimension by a female person aged between 65 and 73 who is living in the reference group of countries. In the table we see that the coefficient of “absence of disease” is 8.07. The interaction terms with male are given in the row below, so that the coefficient of the dimension “absence of disease” for a man of the same age in the same group of countries is (8.07 – 1.42 = 6.65) and so on. We find that men care less about the absence of disease than women, for instance. The consecutive rows show the interaction effects for age and various country groups. We see that several interaction terms are significant, which is indicative of preference heterogeneity. All coefficients stand to reason, although we note that a cognitive functioning is attributed a negative weight in the Scandinavian countries (indeed, 2.73 – 5.36 = –2.63). It is unclear whether a similar result would be obtained using other data sources or whether this is a statistical artefact driven by outliers or measurement error in the SHARE data.

[insert Table 2 about here]

In a final step, the statistical model can be used to predict for each person in the sample whether her life satisfaction for the threshold vector $\bar{x}$ would be higher or lower compared to the current
situation. Under the consistency assumption that life satisfaction scores track preferences, this is equivalent to performing a test whether she prefers the threshold vector over her own life situation or not, precisely as Definition 3 prescribes.

3. RESULTS

We compare the three different approaches to measuring successful aging. We first look at the level and evolution of successful aging in Europe and then we compare country rankings according to the three measures.

Figure 2 presents the share of people who are aging successfully in Europe taking sample weights into account. We see that the level of successful aging according to the subjective and preference-based approaches is higher than it is according to the objective approach. The finding that subjective measures lead to more successful aging compared to objective measures is well-documented (e.g. Strawbridge et al. 2002 and Cosco et al. 2013). Yet, as we have discussed before, the level of successful aging according to the subjective approach is driven by the arbitrary choice of the cut-off value $\bar{s}$.

Next, we look at the evolution of successful aging over the period considered. For the objective and preference-based approaches, the year 2011 (wave 4) yields the lowest level of successful aging. On the contrary, with the subjective approach the level of successful aging is the highest in 2011. Without further research it is hard to interpret these results conclusively. Yet, possibly as a consequence of the great recession, the objective life situations of the older persons were worst in 2011. At the same time, however, older persons may also have adjusted their reference frames and expectations downwardly, to the extent that their self-reported life satisfaction scores were actually higher, as reflected in a higher measurement of subjective aging. That is not to say that the older persons preferred their situation in 2011 to that in 2007, however, as documented by the preference-based measure in the figure.
How do the different countries rank according to the three measures? Policy makers, media, public opinion, and international institutions like to compare the performance of the different countries in league tables (for an example, see WHO 2015). In Figure 3, we show the share of people who are aging successfully in each country in 2007 (left-hand panel) and 2013 (right-hand panel). The countries are ranked from top to bottom according to their objective successful aging scores. According to the objective scores, we can distinguish a frontrunner group consisting of Switzerland, The Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden; an intermediate group with Germany, Belgium, Austria and France, and a bottom group containing Spain, Italy and the Czech Republic. When comparing the results obtained with the objective measure across both panels, we see that countries stay within their group over time, but may switch places.

The countries categorized in the bottom group seem quite robust for the use of the measure, whereas the frontrunner group seems more prone to change. The Netherlands falls from the frontrunner group to the intermediate (or bottom) group when considering the subjective approach; similarly France may be categorized among the lowest rather than the intermediate performers. The Scandinavian countries score worse with the preference-based measure compared to the other measures.

Finally, when considering the Pearson correlation coefficient between the share of people who are aging successfully in each country according to the different measures in each wave, we see that consistently the correlation is lowest between the subjective successful aging measure and the preference-based measure (0.53 and 0.36 respectively) and highest between the objective successful aging measure and the preference-based measure (0.67 and 0.83 respectively).
4. **Discussion**

At the end of their authoritative survey article, Peter Martin and colleagues (2015: 22) identify four open questions for the next generations of gerontologists to consider. Their third question is: “How important are individual perceptions in the measurement of successful aging?” We believe that these individual perceptions (or preferences in the jargon of this paper) are crucially important when measuring levels of successful aging.

We have studied, methodologically and empirically, how the measurement of successful aging can incorporate these preferences. First, we set out to ascertain whether existing – objective or subjective – measures of successful aging are consistent with the preferences of older persons using two explicit litmus tests. We found the objective and subjective measures to be structurally inconsistent with preferences of the older persons, even when they are held unanimously. Next, we proposed a novel preference-based approach and demonstrated how it can be implemented using an existing data set. Our empirical investigations have shown that different measures offer a different perspective on successful aging in Europe in terms of its evolution over time and country rankings. Successful aging measured by a subjective measure is highest in 2011 compared to 2007 and 2013, for instance, whereas the ranking is reversed for the objective and preference-based measures. The position of some countries, such as The Netherlands and France, in a league table of successful aging differs dramatically depending on the measure used. These findings highlight the empirical relevance of the open question formulated by Martin et al. (2015).

The preference-based approach is still in its infancy: much work remains to be done. As an alternative to the regression-based approach used in this paper, a more direct approach to elicit preferences might be developed, for instance. To this end, a tailored and specific survey instrument would need to be designed that asks older persons directly to compare their own life situations with the threshold vector. Moreover, pressing theoretical questions relating to the preference-based
approach remain unanswered, including that of the identification of the relevant preferences of older persons suffering dementia and cognitive decline.

Given the interest of policy makers in the notion of successful aging (WHO 2015, for instance), the choice for a particular measure of successful aging has clear policy implications when it comes to the identification of best practices in cross-country comparisons, recommendations for desirable policies, the choice of priorities in care provision and treatment for healthcare professionals, and so on. The main message of this paper is that policy makers who want to be non-paternalistic when measuring successful aging should not use an objective or subjective measure, but rather a preference-based one. Other criteria, however, may favour non-preference based measures. It is an open question, for instance, how well a preference-based measured tracks population health and, hence, what the medical and clinical implications are of using a non-paternalistic preference-based measure of successful aging. These questions are left for further research.

Selecting a measure of successful aging is inherently a matter of value judgments about the meaning of *successful* and who should define it. Inevitably, different researchers, policy makers, and older persons will disagree on those issues. We therefore believe that the diversity of successful aging measures in the current literature is a blessing rather than a curse.
ON LINE APPENDIX

1. THE PREFERENCE-BASED APPROACH PASSES THE TEST OF RESPECT FOR PREFERENCES

To show that the first intrapersonal test of respect for preferences will be passed without any additional assumptions, let us consider an older person $i$ who prefers life situation $x_i$ to $x_i'$ (i.e. $x_i \succeq_i x_i'$). The rows of Supplemental Table 1 show all three possible cases, based on how the threshold vector $\bar{x}$ compares to $x_i$ and $x_i'$ in the preferences of person $i$. The second and third columns give the successful aging for each life situation. We see that in all cases $SA(x_i) \geq SA(x_i')$, so that TEST 1 is satisfied. An analogous argument can be developed to show that TEST 2 is also satisfied, namely by replacing $\succeq_i$ with the unanimously held preferences $\succeq$ in the first column of Supplemental Table 1.

[insert Supplemental Table 1 about here]

2. LIFE SATISFACTION MODEL

We describe how the desired information about the shape of the preferences can be distilled from the responses to a standard life satisfaction question. To this end, we use the following ordered logit latent life satisfaction model.

$$s_i = j \quad \text{if} \quad \eta_i^{j-1} < s_i^* \leq \eta_i^j \quad \text{with},$$

$$\eta_i^j = \tau^j + \gamma \times z_i + \varepsilon_i \quad \text{and},$$

$$s_i^* = \beta_g^1 \times f^1(x_i^1) + \beta_g^2 \times f^2(x_i^2) + \cdots + \beta_g^m \times f^m(x_i^m).$$

In this model, $s_i$ denotes the life satisfaction score that the older person $i$ provides in response to the life satisfaction question.
In the first equation, the respondent compares her latent life satisfaction score \( s_i^* \) with a series of 10 personal reference values \( \eta_i^j \) with \( j = 1, \ldots, 10 \) to decide on her response.

The second equation models the personal reference values which determine the use of the response scale. These reference values depend on the personal expectations and aspirations, past life situations and personality of the respondent. To model these aspects, the second equation has three components. First, there is a set of cut-off values \( \tau^j \) which are common to all respondents. Next there are observable factors in the vector \( z_i \), such as age, sex, educational level, income, marital status, and indicators of wave and country of residence. And, finally, there is an unobserved idiosyncratic term \( \varepsilon_i \), which is assumed to be uncorrelated to the observables and to follow a logistic distribution.

For the purpose of estimating preferences, we are interested in the final equation. The latent life satisfaction score \( s_i^* \) depends on the five-dimensional description of the life situation of older person \( i \) as captured by \( x_i^1, \ldots, x_i^5 \) (the outcome in each dimension is measured on the scale given by the third column of Table 1). The outcomes in each of the dimensions are transformed by a non-linear function \( f(\cdot) \) and are assigned a weight \( \beta_g \). Since different older persons may have different opinions about the weights of the dimensions, we allow the weights to be different for different socio-demographic groups \( g \) (these socio-demographic groups are determined on the basis of sex, age, and country groups). Practically, we do this by including interaction terms between the five dimensions of life and indicators of the socio-demographic characteristics. Each of the five dimensions is transformed by a Box-Cox transformation \( f(\cdot) \) (Box and Cox 1964). The likelihood maximizing Box-Cox parameters are obtained by a fine grid search in the parameter space. They are respectively 2.01; 1.36; 0.78; 1.79 and 0.97 for the five considered dimensions.
The entire model is jointly estimated by maximizing its likelihood. The relevant estimation results of the final equation of the latent life satisfaction model are summarized in Table 2 in the text. Supplemental Table 2 provides the coefficients of the second equation.

Finally, we note that the five-dimensional description of the life situation of older person $i$ as captured by $x_i^1, ..., x_i^5$ does not enter the second equation of the model. The dimensions are assumed not to affect the scaling. This assumption can be relaxed using so-called vignettes (see King et al. 2004; Angelini et al. 2014). However, vignettes covering the five considered life dimensions are not available in the SHARE data set and one the key assumptions of a vignette-based model (i.e. vignette equivalence) is inconsistent with our objective of estimating heterogeneous preferences.
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**Tables and Figures**

**Table 1 Dimensions, scales and thresholds for the objective approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absence of disease</td>
<td>Number of a list of chronic diseases and depression that the respondent does not suffer from.</td>
<td>0 – 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of disability</td>
<td>Number of activities of daily living that the respondent can perform without difficulties.</td>
<td>0 – 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive functioning</td>
<td>Cognitive functioning index proposed by Dewey and Prince (2005).</td>
<td>0 – 29</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
<td>Number of activities that the respondent can perform without difficulties.</td>
<td>0 – 6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Engagement</td>
<td>Minimum of: (1) sum of indicators whether respondent has done paid work, voluntary work, or having provided grandchild care (2) sum of indicators whether respondent is living with a partner, having provided help to family and friends, or having gone to a sport, social or other kind of club.</td>
<td>0 – 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Regression coefficients of the dimensions of successful aging for different socio-demographic groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct effect</th>
<th>Absence of disease</th>
<th>Absence of disability</th>
<th>Cognitive function.</th>
<th>Physical function.</th>
<th>Active engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male Interaction with ..</td>
<td>-1.42***</td>
<td>-3.89*</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old</td>
<td>-0.93*</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>7.93*</td>
<td>-5.36***</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>(0.72)</td>
<td>(3.12)</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
<td>(0.79)</td>
<td>(4.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>4.31***</td>
<td>-0.93+</td>
<td>8.84*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>(0.58)</td>
<td>(1.97)</td>
<td>(1.10)</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
<td>(4.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1.74*</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.53***</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>(0.70)</td>
<td>(2.87)</td>
<td>(1.43)</td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(4.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Pooled regression coefficients from SHARE waves 2, 4, and 5, estimated with an ordered logit model. The standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the individual level. Coefficients and standard errors are multiplied with 100 to improve readability.

+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.